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    Wealth inheritance, especially the social high net worth individuals wealth 
inheritance has increasingly become the topic of social concern. In recent years, the 
society has seen many entrepreneurs, celebrities die after heritage for the storm 
events. Our country imported from abroad about wealth inheritance concepts, 
methods, tools and so on, a number of institutions have carried out the wealth 
transfer service work, but mainly for products promotion. In recent years, our 
country citizen the growing number of legal disputes of the inheritance of wealth, the 
wealth of our country there is no complete and unified inheritance and this kind of 
related laws and regulations, and with more than 30 years of reform and opening-up 
after the new form, new problems in the society, and the citizen even related to the 
understanding of the inheritance of wealth does not reach the designated position. 
Our inheritance of legislation in the 1980 s, the citizen's wealth at that time made a 
historic contribution. But now the social environment and has a huge range into don't 
at the time, need to renew the idea of law, to broaden the legal thinking, research 
legal issues to adapt to The Times demand. In this background, the most typical 
groups based on social wealth have entrepreneurs as the research object, in the 
perspective of legal regulation, for Chinese entrepreneurs, the essay discusses the 
inheritance problem of household wealth. 
    In this article, through some case analysis and the study of legal relation, put 
forward the entrepreneur in the wealth transfer process frequently encountered 
difficult complex issues; And through the analysis of successful cases at home and 
abroad research, put forward in the process of wealth inheritance entrepreneurs 
should face up to the will, insurance products and the characteristics of the trust; 
Through three main transfer tools and the traditional inheritance pattern list type 
comparison of statutory succession, analyses the respective advantages and 
disadvantages. 













 wealth inheritance, it is concluded that entrepreneurial wealth inheritance facing 
legal system imperfect, inheritance planning consciousness is not strong, means the 
way not rich family, spirit culture lack of results. Analysis at the same time practice 
entrepreneurial wealth transfer the debt risk, the influence of the property rights 
confusion, the influence of the relationship between the shareholders, the influence 
of marriage and family relations, and the effects of policies and regulations lag, the 
influence of the tax, etc. 
This paper includes six chapters altogether. The first chapter put forward the 
problems of wealth transfer is put forward and the research significance; The basic 
concept of the second chapter through to the entrepreneurial wealth inheritance, the 
difference of family, family and clan, and entrepreneurial wealth inheritance 
relationship with the enterprise survival and development to illustrate the concept of 
entrepreneurial wealth inheritance; The third chapter is the main form of 
entrepreneurial wealth and personalized characteristic; The fourth chapter analyzes 
the present state of China's entrepreneurial wealth inheritance is, and pose a threat to 
entrepreneurial wealth inheritance of main influencing factors; Fifth chapter through 
to the last will and testament, insurance and trust three inheritance tools of analysis 
to improve the system of entrepreneurial wealth transfer countermeasures; The sixth 
chapter puts forward the countermeasures and Suggestions of perfecting our 
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第一章  导论 
1 
第一章  导论 
 
国富民强是我们每一个中华儿女的不懈梦想，是衡量一个国家的实力是否
雄厚的重要参考值，是国内生产总值（Gross Domestic Product，简称 GDP)的直
接表现。而衡量一个国家公民实力是否雄厚的重要标准就是公民家庭财富的拥
有度。 
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嘱立于 1985 年 11 月 27 日，也就是在他去世前大约一年的时间。瑞典国王于
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